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“Hmph! This Dustin is so audacious. He actually dares to openly challenge us. He really 

doesn’t know how to live or die!” 

Kevin’s face was sullen, with a fierce light in his eyes. 

In recent times, the Torby Family has mobilized all resources in order to make the 

rejuvenation cream a hit. 

The advertisements were overwhelming, and they offered dividends and profits. A huge 

amount of money was spent on it. 

The original plan was to use this opportunity to build a reputation, make enough money, 

and expand contacts. 

Unexpectedly, just at the beginning, this boy Dustin ruined the good thing. 

It’s so fucking disgusting. 

“Isabela, didn’t I ask you to deal with Dustin earlier? Why is he still alive?” 

Sophia suddenly turned her head and looked at her daughter, her tone a bit reproachful. 

“I……” 

Isabela was speechless for a while. 

Under her mother’s sharp eyes, she directly threw the blame to Owen Stratford: 

“Actually, it was Brother Owen who took care of this matter.” 

“…” 



Owen Stratford’s mouth twitched, and he could only stand up bravely, and replied: “Aunt 

Sophia, I have invited experts to take action in the past few days, but this guy Dustin is 

too cunning, he is like a mouse, and he has not shown up. I really can’t help it.” 

He recently hired a lot of people to trace Dustin’s traces, but every time there were 

clues, the other party would suddenly disappear. 

As a result, he never had a chance to make a move. 

“You can’t even deal with a country boy. You make me very disappointed.” Sophia said 

with a cold face. 

Owen Stratford and Isabela lowered their heads and did not dare to refute. 

“Benjamin, take people to investigate in person. You must catch Dustin, especially the 

prescription. You must get it at all costs.” 

Sophia turned around and gave instructions to Butler Benjamin behind her. 

“clear.” 

Butler Benjamin responded and left quickly. 

“Sophia, the Lancaster Family already has a prescription for Jade Dew Ointment. If we 

just catch Dustin, we might be treating the symptoms but not the root cause.” Kevin 

reminded. 

Little Dustin was naturally no match for the threat of the Lancaster Family. 

“Catching Dustin is only the first step. Next, we will gather the strength of the two 

families and focus on suppressing the Lancaster Family so that their Jade Dew 

Ointment cannot be sold!” Sophia said. 

“If this is the case, then we will have to invest more financial and resources.” Kevin said 

thoughtfully. 

“We can’t let go of our children without trapping the wolf. If we want to dominate the 

market, we must remove all obstacles!” 



Sophia said with an indifferent expression: “It’s just a mere Lancaster Family, not even a 

wealthy family. Our family’s connections and power are enough to block them!” 

“That’s right! Ban the Lancaster Family! Eliminate hidden dangers!” 

Hearing this, everyone spoke out in support. 

There is no turning back. We have reached this point. No matter what the cost, we must 

stabilize the situation. 

“Okay! It’s settled!” 

Kevin slapped the table, and said in a loud voice: “The little Lancaster Family dared to 

provoke the two giants, it’s really self-defeating! This time, I will make the Lancaster 

Family lose everything!” 

“That’s what I said, but how should we attack?” someone suddenly asked. 

“Tomorrow is the Lancaster Family’s new drug launch conference. I plan to give them a 

big gift that they will never forget!” Sophia suddenly laughed. 

Seeing this scene, the people around couldn’t help but shudder. 

Anyone who is familiar with Sophia knows that she is always serious about words. 

The last time she laughed like this was when she was killing people. 

… 

The next day, early morning. 

The entrance of the Lancaster Group subsidiary. 

Hazel Lancaster was directing her subordinates, there was huge crowd of peoples. 

Today is the day when the new company is officially established, and it is also the best 

time to release Jade Dew Ointment. 



In order to better promote Jade Dew Ointment, she used all the connections in the 

Lancaster Family and sent out a large number of invitations. 

As long as it goes well, Jade Dew Ointment will become a healing medicine sought after 

by thousands of people! 

 


